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Abstract--This paper analyzes the security threats 
confronting Internet of Things (IoT) devices and systems. 
The proliferation of connected devices has led to an 
abundance of data that can be harnessed for diverse 
purposes. Nonetheless, this increased connectivity and 
interdependence of IoT systems have also brought forth 
novel and intricate security threats. These threats carry the 
potential for severe ramifications, encompassing physical 
harm, financial losses, and the impairment of critical 
infrastructure and services. The study delves into the 
various forms of security threats that IoT systems encounter, 
encompassing malware, data breaches, and denial-of-service 
attacks. Furthermore, the paper evaluates the current state 
of IoT security and contemplates the future of IoT security 
solutions, considering the potential impact of emerging 
technologies like AI and ML. A holistic approach to IoT 
security is advocated, emphasizing collaboration among 
stakeholders, the adoption of security standards, and the 
development of secure-by-design IoT devices. 
 

Index Terms--AI; Blockchain; IoT; ML; Threat. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

HEInternet of Things (IoT) has revolutionized the way we 

interact with technology, allowing us to automate and 

optimize various aspects of our lives. IoT has made it possible 

for us to control our houses, keep an eye on our health, and 

increase productivity in sectors like manufacturing and 

transportation. IoT’s rapid use has, however, also brought with 

it a fresh batch of security risks. 

The IoT ecosystem is characterized by the interconnectivity 

of various devices and systems, ranging from smart home 

appliances to industrial control systems. As a result, security 

vulnerabilities in one device can potentially affect the entire 

network, leading to catastrophic consequences. Moreover, the 

lack of security standards and regulations has made IoT 

devices an attractive target for cybercriminals. As more 

critical infrastructure and services rely on IoT devices, the 

potential impact of security breaches has become more 
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significant. As per International Data Corporation, there will 

be approximately 40 billion IoT - connected devices, or 

“things,” in the market by 2025 [1]. It also says that industrial 

and manufacturing equipment represent the strongest 

possibility for connected “things,” but that smart home and 

wearable devices will see rapid adoption soon. 

The shortage of energy (or power) is the basic need of the 

population, and it is one of the major problems worldwide. 

Central power agencies of the Republic of India shared data 

on power consumption where 6.5TWh is consumed for public 

lightning and takes the expenditure to $500 million annually 

[2]. The daily expenditure can have an alternative solution 

using IoT devices such as installations of solar panels in 

streetlight arenas. There are multiple IoT protocols such as 

MQTT which monitor the surrounding environment and adjust 

light intensities [3-4]. These IoT infrastructures with IoT 

protocols can conserve a higher amount of energy. 

This paper has examined the dynamic realm of security 

threats in IoT and addressed the obstacles and strategies 

required to alleviate them. We have presented an extensive 

evaluation of the existing condition of IoT security to identify 

crucial areas necessitating enhancement. We have delved into 

the diverse categories of security threats encountered by IoT 

systems, encompassing their potential consequences and the 

factors that contribute to their susceptibility. Additionally, we 

have scrutinized the present state of IoT security, 

encompassing the challenges and possibilities involved in 

implementing robust security measures. 

II.  SECURITY THREATS 

Security threats are classified into two main categories: 

hardware threats and software threats. Hardware threats 

involve attacks on physical devices, while software threats 

include malware that can hijack devices and the interception 

and modification of data during transit [5]. 

A.  Hardware threats on IoT devices and networks 

This document may be used as a template for preparing 

your Transactions/Journal paper. You may type over sections 

of the document, cut and paste into it, and/or use markup 

styles….Hardware-level threats are a common occurrence in 

IoT devices and networks where standard protocols are absent. 

Due to the limitations of many small IoT devices, generic 

protocols are designed with a default level of security, as 

heavyweight protocols are impractical. Consequently, IoT 

protocols often prioritize smooth and efficient operations over 

robust security measures. As a result, both IoT devices and 
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networks are highly vulnerable to various threats, including 

hardware trojans, side-channel attacks, tampering, Denial of 

Service (DoS), and Distributed DoS (DDoS). 

Hardware trojans involve an attacker monitoring, 

modifying, or disabling data stored in devices [6-7]. These 

trojans gain control and activate their strategies within the 

devices or networks. Strategies are implemented either 

sequentially, based on specific sequences, or combinational, 

triggered by certain conditions. Side-channel attacks occur 

when attackers exploit the physical disclosure of information 

from running devices. Attackers continuously monitor device 

characteristics such as power consumption, electromagnetic 

emissions, and time-related information. When an opportunity 

arises, they attack the non-invasive hardware components of 

the device to extract sensitive information like encryption keys 

or passwords. Techniques used in side-channel attacks include 

differential error analysis [8], performance monitoring attacks 

[9], acoustic decryption key extraction attacks [10], and 

electromagnetic analysis attacks [11]. 

Tampering is another threat that arises when attackers 

modify existing data on IoT devices. In many IoT 

environments, there are no physical safeguards to prevent 

attackers from gaining access. Consequently, attackers can 

physically interact with the device or exploit vulnerabilities in 

the software to tamper with the data by compromising the 

device's firmware. Attackers may also install malicious 

software during this phase, altering the device's behaviour. 

DoS and DDoS attacks involve attackers interfering with the 

internal workings of the device, thereby denying authorized 

users access to services. 

B.  Software threats on IoT devices and networks 

Similar to hardware threats, software threats pose a 

significant risk to the security and functionality of IoT devices 

and networks. These threats can compromise the protection of 

stored data and disrupt the provision of services to subscribers. 

Common software-level attacks include Botnet, Spoofing, and 

DoS. 

In a Botnet attack, malware-infected devices are connected 

to the Internet. As IoT devices often lack robust security 

solutions due to their limited resources, they become easy 

targets for attackers. By converting these compromised 

devices into a botnet, attackers gain complete control over 

them. Botnets are then utilized to carry out various malicious 

activities such as phishing attacks, spam distribution, malware 

delivery, and DDoS attacks. Botnet architectures can take the 

form of peer-to-peer, client-server, or a combination of both 

[12]. 

Spoofing occurs when attackers impersonate valid IoT 

devices or authenticated users to acquire control to the 

network. These attacks involves acquiring the MAC or IP 

address of legitimate users to deceive the network. 

Similarly, to its impact on hardware, DoS attacks can also 

target the software components of IoT devices. Attackers often 

employ their own devices to flood a target with an 

overwhelming number of messages or data, resulting in a DoS 

condition. Once a DoS attack occurs, even though the server is 

operational, authenticated, or legitimate subscribers are unable 

to access the services they require. Attackers intentionally 

flood the network with excessive data to create congestion or 

blockage in the communication path between the service 

provider and the subscribers. Common types of DoS attacks 

include UDP floods, ICMP floods, Ping floods, and more [13-

14]. 

III.  SOLUTIONS TO IOT SECURITY THREATS 

The conventional approach to addressing hardware and 

software threats in IoT devices and networks revolves around 

protecting data. Data protection encompasses safeguarding 

data at rest, which is stored on the device, as well as during 

transmission and reception, known as data in transit. Various 

methods can be employed to protect data and prevent attacks. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Use of cryptography at IoT device level 

Cryptography serves as a traditional means to safeguard 

data by utilizing encryption and decryption techniques. 

Encryption transforms the original data into ciphertext, an 

alternative form with a different meaning, shown in Figure 1. 

Even if an attacker obtains the ciphertext, they cannot access 

the original content. Decryption is used to change back the 

ciphertext to its original form for the intended recipient. Keys, 

or sometimes key pairs, are employed to unlock or decrypt the 

ciphertext. Authentication techniques are used to confirm the 

identity of entities seeking access. These cryptographic and 

authentication techniques are resource-intensive and may not 

be suitable for tiny IoT devices. Therefore, lightweight 

cryptographic techniques have been proposed as robust 

solutions for IoT-enabled devices [15]. 

Additionally, dedicated platforms are designed to provide 

data protection for both stored data and data in transit [16]. 

While primarily focused on security, these platforms also offer 

services such as data monitoring, management, and network 

administration. The security solutions offered by these 

platforms address aspects such as data integrity during 

transmission, device identification during connection requests, 

device identification during transit, and 

device/network/service authorization. 

The utilization of AI and ML-based techniques presents 

another effective approach to mitigate emerging security 

threats and breaches in IoT devices and networks. ML 

algorithms can create models to identify data trends and make 

forecasts. Many ML algorithms operate at the gateway level to 

identify malware activities based on incoming traffic patterns 

[17]. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), and fuzzy logic are commonly employed 

under ML-based methods to protect data [18]. 
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Although initially developed for financial transactions 

using cryptocurrencies, blockchain technology can be 

harnessed to enhance the security of IoT devices and networks 

due to its inherent security features. Blockchain offers 

decentralization, fixity, non-repudiation, clarity, and 

traceability. It strengthens IoT device security by digitally 

signing and encrypting stored and transmitted data using 

cryptographic keys. Additionally, blockchain utilizes smart 

contracts to address vulnerabilities in IoT devices or networks 

[19]. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

IoT devices are susceptible to a range of security risks, 

including physical attacks, malware attacks, DDoS attacks, 

and data breaches. These dangers have the potential to 

seriously harm an organization's finances and image by 

jeopardizing its customers' security and privacy. Adopting a 

complete security approach that incorporates encryption, 

authentication, access control, and ongoing device monitoring 

of IoT devices is crucial to reducing security concerns on IoT. 

Every phase of the IoT device's life cycle, including design, 

manufacture, deployment, and decommissioning, must also 

include security measures. These dangers may also be reduced 

by informing end users of the value of IoT security and giving 

them the resources, they need to safeguard their devices. In 

conclusion, all parties involved in IoT must address the 

security concerns that are present. IoT security risks may be 

significantly decreased by taking a proactive strategy that 

includes deploying strong security measures, following best 

practices in IoT security, and training end users. Prioritizing 

IoT security is essential to ensuring that the potential security 

concerns do not outweigh the advantages of IoT. 
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